Benign Examples: Imperceptible Changes can enhance Image Translation
Performance
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Abstract
Unpaired image-to-image domain translation involves the
task of transferring an image in one domain to another domain without having pairs of data for supervision. Several
methods have been proposed to address this task using Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) and cycle consistency
constraint enforcing the translated image to be mapped back
to the original domain. This way, a Deep Neural Network
(DNN) learns mapping such that the input training distribution transferred to the target domain matches the target training distribution. However, not all test images are expected
to fall inside the data manifold in the input space where the
DNN has learned to perform the mapping very well. Such
images can have a poor mapping to the target domain. In
this paper, we propose to perform Langevin dynamics, which
makes a subtle change in the input space bringing them close
to the data manifold, producing benign examples. The effect
is significant improvement of the mapped image on the target domain. We also show that the score function estimation
by denoising autoencoder (DAE), can practically be replaced
with any autoencoding structure, which most image-to-image
translation methods contain intrinsically due to the cycle consistency constraint. Thus, no additional training is required.
We show advantages of our approach for several state-of-theart image-to-image domain translation models. Quantitative
evaluation shows that our proposed method leads to a substantial increase in the accuracy to the target label on multiple
state-of-the-art image classifiers, while qualitative user study
proves that our method better represents the target domain,
achieving better human preference scores.

Figure 1: CycleGAN (Zhu et al. 2017) translates a horse image to a zebra image, which can however be unsuccessful
if a test sample lies on the fringes of training distribution
(top row). Our proposed ImproveIT makes an imperceptible
change towards high density areas in the input space, leading
to a significantly improved translated image (bottom row).

Introduction
Image translation (IT) is the problem of translating an image
from one representation to another. Problems of this nature,
like denoising, super-resolution, coloring, inpainting, style
transfer among others are often ill-posed and require supervision for learning the mapping. Cross-domain IT is a more
challenging task as it is very hard or close to impossible to
find paired data.
Convolutional Neural Networks have achieved significant
strides in addressing problems in IT. Several strategies were
∗
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proposed to address the learning problem of IT, including
Denoising Autoencoders (Vincent et al. 2008a) (Vincent et
al. 2010), Variational Autoencoders (Kingma and Welling
2013), perceptual loss (Johnson, Alahi, and Fei-Fei 2016),
U-nets (Ronneberger, Fischer, and Brox 2015) among others. However, the task of cross-domain IT still required
paired data for the learning. Recent works propose to address this problem by unsupervised learning with the help of
Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN). The task of translation is performed by an encoder. The generated images are
then given to a discriminator as well as a decoder. The dis-

Figure 2: The different model assumptions that we considered. (a) The models used in CycleGAN (Zhu et al. 2017). (b) A DAE
is trained separately on the training images of the horse dataset. This DAE is then used to estimate the score function during
test time. (c) In essense, the cycle consistency constraint creates an autoencoding structure. G : x → y acts as an encoder while
F : y → x acts as a decoder.
criminator performs the task of distinguishing the real images from the target domain to the fake images generated.
The decoder on the other hand, projects back to the original domain. This mapping, also called as cycle consistency
or reconstruction, ensures that the mapping to different domain retains the contents of the original image. CycleGAN
(Zhu et al. 2017), (Kim et al. 2017) and (Yi et al. 2017) utilized cycle consistency constraint along with GANs to learn
cross domain mapping. Although existing methods showed
surprisingly successful examples, they do not always work –
image translation typically fails on a significant proportion
of the test samples.
In this paper, we hypothesize that the failures are due to
the lack of training at the test point, and propose a method
that reduces the proportion of unsuccessful test examples.
Given a learned mapping from input domain to a target domain, we first detect test samples which lie on the fringes
of the data distribution, which we call them as fringe examples. For the fringe examples, we perform Metropolis Adjusted Langevin Algorithm (MALA) with lower temperature
to slightly nudge the fringe examples. This way we move the
fringe examples to the high density regions of the data generating distributions, where the IT network is well trained on.
With a small step size and the perturbation variance appropriately set, the samples are very similar to the original input.
The perturbations are imperceptible to a human eye. Such
a small change on the input domain, in turn brings about a
drastic improvement on the target domain. We call such samples generated from the above mentioned MCMC sampler
as benign examples. The images on the target domain generated from benign examples show improved features of target
domain. Our method – ImproveIT (Improve Image Translation) – can be successfully used on top of other cross domain IT methods either by training a DAE separately or by
utilizing the autoencoding structure already present in most
IT methods. Using extensive quantitative experiments, we

show that ImproveIT outperforms methods on which it is
integrated into. Qualitative evaluations reveals consistent increase of the target domain attributes in the translated images.

Related Work
Pix2pix (Isola et al. 2017) utilized conditional GANs to effectively learn the task of IT. Concurrent works by (Zhu et al.
2017), (Kim et al. 2017), (Yi et al. 2017) propose to perform
cross domain IT by removing the need for supervision (Isola
et al. 2017), (Wang et al. 2018). The need for paired data
was circumvented by using cycle-consistency loss which enforces that the image be translated back to the input domain.
This constraint of reconstruction of the original image provides for the content of the image to be preserved in both
the domains. (Liu, Breuel, and Kautz 2017) proposed sharing the latent space between the two domains, which implies cycle-consistency constraint. However, the inherently
ill-posed problem of translating an image to another domain
suffers from unimodality of the generated images. While
(Zhu et al. 2017) translates a horse to a zebra (texture transformations), the method suffers to translate a cat to a dog
(geometrical transformations). (Huang et al. 2018) and (Lee
et al. 2018) propose splitting the latent space into two - a
content space and a style space. The content space is shared
between the two domains but the style space is unique to
each domain. The style space is modelled with the assumption of a Gaussian prior. This helps in generating diverse
images at test time by randomly sampling from a Gaussian distribution. Compressing the image into a latent space
however makes the decoding process more challenging and
affects the quality of the images generated. While (Huang
et al. 2018) and (Kim et al. 2019) utilize adaptive instance
normalization layer (AdaIN) to better model the style, (Kim
et al. 2019) and (Mejjati et al. 2018) also makes use attention model. Inspite of the various techniques proposed to ad-

Figure 3: An intuitive visualization of the Langevin dynamics on the manifold of horses and its impact on the mapping to zebra
space. As the test input (red dot) is sampled, it takes a step towards the manifold at every iteration.
dress the issues of cross domain IT, the unified framework of
Pix2pix (Isola et al. 2017) and CycleGAN (Zhu et al. 2017)
are still considered the state-of-the-art at cross domain IT for
many tasks.

Background
In this section, we introduce two existing methods, on which
our proposed method is based.

Metropolis-adjusted Langevin Algorithm
Metropolis-adjusted Langevin algorithm (MALA) is an
efficient Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling
method which uses the gradient of the energy (negative logprobability E(x) = − log p(x)). Sampling is performed sequentially by
xt+1 = xt + α∇x log p(xt ) + ν,

(1)

where α is the step size, and ν is random perturbation subject to N (0, δ 2 I L ). By appropriately controlling the step
size α and the noise variance δ 2 , the sequence is known
to converge to the distribution p(x).1 (Nguyen et al. 2016)
successfully generate realistic artificial images that follow
the natural image distribution with the gradient estimated by
denoising autoencoders.

Denoising Autoencoders
A denoising autoencoder (DAE) (Vincent et al. 2008b;
Bengio et al. 2013) is trained so that data samples contaminated with artificial noise is cleaned. More specifically, it
minimizes the reconstruction error:


(r) = Ep0 (x)p0 (ν) kr(x + ν) − xk2 ,
(2)

where Ep [·] denotes the expectation over the distribution
p, x ∈ RL is a training sample subject to a distribution
p(x), and ν ∼ NL (0, σ 2 I) is artificial Gaussian noise
with mean zero and variance σ 2 . p0 (·) denotes an empirical (training) distribution of the distribution p(·), namely,
PN
Ep0 (x) [g(x)] = N −1 n=1 g(x(n) ) where {x(n) }N
n=1 are
the training samples. (Alain and Bengio 2014) discussed relation between DAEs and contractive autoencoders (CAEs),
and proved the following useful property of DAEs:
Proposition 1 (Alain and Bengio 2014) Under the assumption that r(x) = x+o(1) the minimizer of the DAE objective
(2) satisfies
r(x) − x = σ 2 ∇x log p(x) + o(σ 2 ),

(3)

as σ 2 → 0.
Proposition 1 states that a DAE trained with a small σ 2 can
be used to estimate the gradient of the log probability.
(Nguyen et al. 2016) utilized MALA to explore the latent space of a generator to produce more diverse images.
The estimation of the score function was made possible by
considering the generator of a GAN architecture as the encoder and a pretrained classifier (CaffeNet) as the decoder
of the DAE. Although, this was not a formal DAE, the assumption was used successfully to explore the latent space.
(Srinivasan et al. 2018), on the other hand utilized MALA
on the input image space to a classifier for the purpose of
defense against adversarial examples. However, in this case,
a supervised DAE was used to estimate the score function of
the joint distribution instead of the marginal distribution.

Proposed Method

1

For convergence, a rejection step after Eq (1) is required. However, it was observed that a variant, called MALA-approx (Nguyen
et al. 2016), without the rejection step gives reasonable sequence
for moderate step sizes. We use MALA-approx in our proposed
method.

In this section, we explain how we use the two existing methods, i.e., Metropolis-adjusted Langevin algorithm and denoising autoencoders, and then propose our method, called
ImproveIT, for image translation.

Cooling Down by Langevin Dynamics
Our idea is to drive fringe samples towards the high density
area, in which the network is expected to be trained well.
This can be achieved simply by applying MALA (1) to each
sample, with the step size α and the variance of the random
perturbation satisfying
α > δ 2 /2.
(4)
Since we use MALA without rejection step, i.e., MALAapprox, it is a discrete approximation to the (continuous)
Langevin dynamics:
√ dW
dx
= ∇x log p(x) + 2
,
(5)
dt
dt
√
if δ = 2α, where W is the Brownian motion. The dynamics (5) is known to converge to p(x) as the equilibrium
distribution (Roberts and Tweedie 1996; Roberts and Rosenthal 1998). By setting the step size and the perturbation variance so that Inequality (4) holds, we can approximately draw
samples from the distribution with lower temperature, as
shown below.
By seeing the negative log probability as the energy
E(x) = − log p(x), we can see p(x) as the Boltzmann distribution with the inverse temperature equal to β = 1:
1
pβ (x) =
exp (−βE(x)) ,
(6)
Zβ
R
where Zβ = exp (−βE(x)) dx is the partition function.
We have the following theorem:
Theorem 1 In the limit when α, δ 2 → 0 with their ratio
α/δ 2 kept constant, the sequence of the MALA-approx (1)
converges to pβ (x) for
2α
β= 2.
(7)
δ
(Proof) As α and δ 2 go to 0, the MALA-approx (1) converges to the following dynamics:
δ dW
dx
= ∇x log p(x) + √
,
dt
α dt
which is equivalent to
√ dW
dx
2α
= 2 ∇x log p(x) + 2
.
(8)
dt
δ
dt
Eq.(8) can be rewritten with the Boltzmann distribution (6)
with the inverse temperature specified by Eq.(7):
√ dW
dx
= ∇x log pβ (x) + 2
.
dt
dt
Comparing it with Eq.(5), we find that this dynamics converges to the equilibrium distribution pβ (x), which completes the proof.

Theorem 1 states that the ratio between α and δ 2 effectively controls the temperature. Specifically, we can see
the MALA-approx (1) as a discrete approximation to the
Langevin dynamics converging to the distribution given by
2

p2α/δ (x)
,
p2α/δ2 (x)dx
of which the probability mass is more concentrated than
p(x) if Inequality (4) holds. This way, we use the MALA
to drive test samples towards high density area, before performing the image translation.
p2α/δ2 (x) = R

Figure 4: Simulation of CycleGAN (Zhu et al. 2017) on a
two dimensional toy dataset. The input is mapped from one
domain to another in an unsupervised setting with the same
loss functions as used in (Zhu et al. 2017). Three test points
are considered from outside of the training data manifold. A
visualization of the Langevin dynamics on these test samples
is shown here.

Fringe Examples Detection
Test samples come from relatively low density regions of
the input distribution. Such fringe examples can be mapped
poorly on the target domain by learned mapping. However, not all test samples will be off the manifold. Applying Langevin dynamics to samples already on the manifold
might not be beneficial in improving the mapping to the target domain. Hence, we propose to detect if the test samples
lie on the fringes of the data manifold. Given a test sample, we estimate the score function, which gives information
about the distance of the test sample from the manifold.
k∇x log p(x)k > ε

(9)

If the score function is above a predetermined threshold,
then we consider them as fringe examples and perform
Langevin dynamics to move them towards the underlying
data distribution. If not, we consider that the mapping is already ideal and leave the sample as it is.

ImproveIT
In our proposed method, called ImproveIT, we apply fringe
sample detection and Langevin Dynamics cooling before applying image translation. Namely, we first apply the thresholding on the norm of score function. If the test sample satisfies (9), we apply MALA-approx with the step size and the
perturbation variance satisfying Inequality (4). The resulting
sample is fed into the image translation network.
To perform ImproveIT, the score function can be estimated by training a DAE on the training images of input
domain. We call this variant as ImproveIT-DAE. However,
most IT methods intrinsically have an autoencoding structure due to the cycle consistency constraint. The translation
to the target domain by G forms the encoder, while the translation back to the input domain forms the decoder. Motivated by (Nguyen et al. 2016) where the score function is

Table 1: Classification accuracy in percentage on the fake zebras generated from CycleGAN and the accuracy of zebras generated from ImproveIT are shown here. The suffix to ImproveIT corresponds to the number of steps of the random walk. Every
step of the random walk helps in making the mapping to the target zebra domain more successful. Hence, the classification
accuracy on the fake zebras increases as the steps increases. It is to be noted that none of the 4 classifiers shown here are used
in the training of CycleGAN.
Classifier

CycleGAN

ImproveIT-20

ImproveIT-40

ImproveIT-60

ImproveIT-80

ImproveIT-100

VGG16
ResNet18
InceptionV3
ResNet50

85.00
82.50
85.00
89.16

87.50
85.00
85.83
90.00

88.33
85.83
86.67
90.83

89.16
86.67
87.50
90.83

90.83
87.50
88.33
91.66

92.42
92.42
93.93
93.93

estimated by the autoencoder consisting of a GAN architecture as the encoder and a pretrained classifier (CaffeNet) as
the decoder of the DAE, We propose another variant, called
ImproveIT-CycleGAN. Namely, we estimate the score function by the reconstruction residual of CycleGAN, which removes the necessity of training an additional DAE.

Analysis
Toy Data
To demonstrate the concept of our proposed method ImproveIT, we define a toy setting where samples from one domain are mapped to another domain. A 2-layer feed forward
network is used to perform the mapping. The loss functions
used are exactly the same as used in (Zhu et al. 2017) to
simulate the same environment. After training the network,
3 points outside the input data manifold are considered for
the test. All 3 are mapped to the target domain as shown in
the Figure 4. We find that the mapping also lies outside of
the target data manifold. The network is well trained only on
high density region of the data manifold (shown in blue in
Figure 4). Now, we perform Langevin dynamics with these
3 points on the input domain as the initial points. We find
that the samples are driven to the high density region of the
data manifold on the input domain. Mapping these samples
through the trained feed forward network shows us that the
mapping on the target domain is now also driven towards the
high density region of the target data manifold.
This forms the crux of our proposal that once a model
is well trained, it can happen that, at test time an image is
provided, which lies on the fringes of the training data distribution. This can have the effect that the input is mapped
poorly to the target domain. We find that moving the input
towards the data distribution on the input domain can have
the effect of improving the mapping in the target domain.

ImproveIT-DAE → ImproveIT-CycleGAN
As first experiment, we reproduce the results of CycleGAN
(Zhu et al. 2017) by using their pretrained models available
publicly on Github2 . We apply Langevin dynamics on the input space by incorporating ImproveIT into CycleGAN. The
estimation of the score function can be performed by using
a DAE train separately. However, in most IT methods, there
exist the cycle consistency constraint. The input image is
2
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(a) CycleGAN

(b) ImproveIT-DAE (c)
ImproveITCycleGAN

Figure 5: A separately trained DAE can be used as score
function estimator. On the other hand, G + F in CycleGAN
can also be used to do the same. Increase in the target domain attribute on the resulting images of ImproveIT-DAE
and ImproveIT-CycleGAN can be seen here.

mapped to the target domain by G : x → y. And the input
is reconstructed from the mapping by F : y → x. Thus,
G + F can be combined to form an autoencoder. Note that
this will however not be a theoretically formal DAE. The
models were trained with GAN loss along with L1 distance
for the reconstruction measure which is contradictory to the
L2 distance used for training a DAE. However, we ascertain
that any autoencoding structure which minimizes the reconstruction error, can provide an approximate path towards the
high density region of the data distribution.
Our experiments on the Horse2Zebra task of CycleGAN
reveal this. We perform Langevin dynamics on the test inputs of horses using both the methods and obtain the final
result of the mapping on the target domain. In both the cases,
a step size of α = 0.01 and standard deviation of σ = 0.001
with a fixed number of iterations N = 50 was used for the
Langevin dynamics.
As shown in Figure 5, both ImproveIT-DAE and
ImproveIT-CycleGAN increase the target domain attribute
over CycleGAN in the output image, which is ”Zebra” here.
However, ImproveIT-CycleGAN has the innate advantage
that it needs no additional training. In cases, where training
data is not available, the autoencoding structure can be used
freely. Henceforth, in all our remaining experiments we only
consider ImproveIT-CycleGAN, unless specified otherwise.

(a) Horse2Zebra: Expanding of zebra stripes over the horse.

(b) Winter2Summer: The image gets enhanced with greener
patches at many places.

(c) Zebra2Horse: The mapped horse becomes slightly more brown (d) Summer2Winter: The sky getting darker along with the mounthan the result of CycleGAN
tain

Figure 6: Example results of applying ImproveIT on the models of CycleGAN (Zhu et al. 2017) for different tasks. In each
image, the top row represents the sampling on the input domain. Each sampled image is then mapped to the target domain
using the pretrained model. The results of the mapping are shown on the bottom row. The iteration number is mentioned in the
top row above each image. ImproveIT brings very little change to the input while showing enhancement of the target domain
attributes in the resulting images.

Experiments
Quantitative Evaluation
Accuracy on Pretrained Image Classifiers To show that
ImproveIT improves the results on the target domain by
moving the mapping towards the target data distribution, we
perform quantitative evaluation by passing the generated images through four state-of-the-art pretrained image classifiers. All the classifiers – VGG16 (Simonyan and Zisserman
2014), Resnet18 (He et al. 2016), InceptionV3 (Szegedy et
al. 2016) and Resnet50 (Xie et al. 2017) have been trained
on the Imagenet (Deng et al. 2009) dataset which includes a
label for ”Zebras”.
The resulting Top-1 accuracy on the fake zebra images
from CycleGAN is shown in the second column in Table 1.
The result of using ImproveIT with varying number of iterations is also shown. The fake zebras of CycleGAN obtain a classification accuracy of around 85%. ImproveIT performs the random walk on the input space and these samples
mapped to the zebra domain consistently improve the classification accuracy on every classifier reaching 93% on average over the different classifiers. The result reiterates our
proposal that perturbing the input with ImproveIT drives the
mapping closer to the target data distribution.
Sat2Map In order to make a quantitative evaluation on
paired data at test time, we used the map dataset (Isola et
al. 2017) consisting of satellite images and corresponding
maps. The translation from satellite images to maps is unimodal and hence, we evaluate the performance of ImproveIT

in this setting. We consider the pretrained models of Pix2pix
(Isola et al. 2017) CycleGAN (Zhu et al. 2017) available
publicly on Github. In this evaluation, we make use of the
fringe examples detection strategy. Langevin dynamics is
performed only on those test samples whose score function
is higher than a given threshold. This prevents applying the
sampling method on those test samples which are already on
the manifold. The satellite images are translated into maps
and these images are compared with the ground truth maps.
A pixel was counted as correct if the distance between the
color values of the generated image and the ground truth was
below 16, similar to the evaluation strategy in (Liu, Breuel,
and Kautz 2017).
In Table 2, the mean pixel-wise accuracy is shown for the
results of Pix2pix, CycleGAN and for ImproveIT which is
utilized over each method. ImproveIT bring about small, yet
significant improvement in the accuracy of the maps. Figure 7 shows the output of CycleGAN followed by the enhancement provided by ImproveIT in comparison with the
ground truth.

Qualitative Evaluation
User Study To quantitatively evaluate the images generated as a result of using ImproveIT, we performed a user
study on Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) for human preference. Users were asked to pick either of the two images as
to which one represented most the target domain – results of
CycleGAN or the results of ImproveIT. We performed these
experiments on 2 different tasks of CycleGAN as shown in

(a) CycleGAN

(b) ImproveIT

(c) GT

Figure 7: The result of CycleGAN and of using ImproveIT is
shown here for the task of Sat2Map in comparison with the
ground truth (GT). After fringle example detection, the input
to the above image was sampled with Langevin dynamics.
The result is the enhancement on the target domain, which
can be visually noticed when comparing it to the GT.
Table 2: Accuracy of translation from satellite images to
maps using 2 state-of-the-art image translation methods –
Pix2pix (Isola et al. 2017) and CycleGAN (Zhu et al. 2017)
– is shown here. ImproveIT is utilized for each of the methods and the corresponding accuracies are also shown.
Model

Accuracy

Pix2pix
ImproveIT-Pix2pix

58.04
58.38

CycleGAN
ImproveIT-CycleGAN

70.68
71.06

Table 3. Each experiment involved 25 users who were shown
50 images in total. The first 10 images were for practice and
the remaining 40 images were considered for computing the
preference score. The feedback from the practice session decided whether to consider the participant’s preferences in the
final score (Zhu et al. 2017). A preference score of 50% indicates that ImproveIT does not provide any additional benefits to the result of CycleGAN. Below 50% means that ImproveIT deteriorates the results of CycleGAN mapping. As
shown in Table 3, users preferred that the images generated
from ImproveIT represented the target domain more than
CycleGAN.
It can also be visually seen in Figure 9 for the various
tasks. In the case of Horse2Zebra, the poor mapping of CycleGAN is improved at every step of the Langevin dynamics by ImproveIT by increasing the zebra strips as shown
in Figure 9a. For Winter2Summer, the final output image at
N = 100 in Figure 9b shows clear increase in the greenery
(indicating more summer) compared to the result of CycleGAN. This is in contradiction to Summer2Winter, where the
output image in the second row shows increase in grey shade
with sky getting darker at every step as shown in Figure 9c.
The Zebras in Figure 9d are mapped iteratively to a horse
which becomes more brown.
Denoising Study During inference, it cannot always be
expected that the test image would lie on the training data
distribution where the network has been well trained on.

Table 3: User Study on AMT for human preference scores.
Users were asked to pick one of two images – results of CycleGAN or result of ImproveIT for the tasks of Horse2Zebra
and Winter2Summer. For Horse2Zebra task, we also perform denoising study. The input here is distorted artificially
by adding salt and pepper noise to some percentage of the
pixels. The fake zebras generated from the distorted inputs
for CycleGAN and ImproveIT were then posted on AMT for
human preference.
Task

CycleGAN

ImproveIT

Horse2Zebra
Winter2Summer

34
37

66
63

Denoising Study
% of pixels corrupted

CycleGAN

ImproveIT

5
10
25
20

27
20
27
21

73
80
73
79

Hence, we simulate such an environment by artificially
adding salt and pepper noise to the input images for the task
of Horse2Zebra. The mapping of CycleGAN becomes very
ineffective. Applying ImproveIT on the input space, then
performs the task denoising on the input image. Denoising
is a process which implicitly dives the sample towards the
data distribution. Hence, the resulting fake zebras obtained
by using ImproveIT are mapped better to the target domain.
To quantitatively evaluate the results, we performed a study
with 25 users on AMT for human preference. Users were
asked to pick either of the two images – results of CycleGAN or the results of applying ImproveIT. As shown in Table 3, users consistently preferred the results of ImproveIT
over the results of CycleGAN.

Conclusion
Image translation is a challenging problem, especially for
mapping from one domain to another. Several methods proposed include a cycle consistency constraint to learn in an
unsupervised manner. We presented a general framework to
make any learned translation model give better mappings on
the target domain at test time. We propose to (a) identify
fringe examples, that lie just outside of the data manifold and
(b) bring them towards the manifold by using Langevin dynamics. This leads to the creation of benign examples which
look very similar to the original input but give significantly
better results when mapped to the target domain. We show
that score function approximation can be obtained without
training any additional models by using the cycle consistency architecture of the image translation models. Benign
examples show the opposite effect of adversarial examples
and may prove beneficial to many existing algorithms. It can
also be another evaluation strategy for new algorithms to improve their results.
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(a) Horse2Zebra: Zebra striped becoming more clearer.

(b) Winter2Summer: The grass becoming more green.

(c) Summer2Winter: Sky getting darker.

(d) Zebra2Horse: The horse becoming more brown.

Figure 8: Example results of applying ImproveIT successfully on the models of CycleGAN (Zhu et al. 2017) for different
tasks. In each image, the top row represents the sampling on the input domain. Each sampled image is then mapped to the
target domain using the pretrained model. The results of the mapping are shown on the bottom row. The iteration number is
mentioned in the top row above each image. ImproveIT brings very little change to the input while showing enhancement of
the target domain attributes in the resulting images.

(a) Horse2Zebra: Zebra stripes increasing but without considering the facial features of the animal.

(b) Horse2Zebra: Zebra features forming in the sky on the result of CycleGAN which is later increased by ImproveIT.

(c) Winter2Summer: The trees becoming more green but the face of the human still suffers from discoloration.

(d) Zebra2Horse: The artifact introduced by CycleGAN mapping is only increased by the Langevin dynamics.

Figure 9: Example results of applying ImproveIT with moderate success on the models of CycleGAN (Zhu et al. 2017) for
different tasks. In each image, the top row represents the sampling on the input domain. Each sampled image is then mapped to
the target domain using the pretrained model. The results of the mapping are shown on the bottom row. The iteration number is
mentioned in the top row above each image.

